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The 9th edition of INTERIOR MEBEL has confirmed
as a unique and successful appointment for
the Ukrainian market

Manufacturers, prestigious brands and local showrooms took part
in the event, presenting the latest news and trends in the Interior
Design sector. 211 companies from Italy, the Netherlands, Spain,
Sweden. Turkey, Germany, Poland. Norway, the Czech Republic,
the United States and of course Ukraine, among them, several pre-
stigious brands in the furniture, lighting and décor sector such as
Cattelan Italia, Occhio, Euromobil, Poliform, Azzardo, Veneta Cuci-
ne, Ideal Lux, Giorgetti, Porada, Grok by Leds
C4, Minotti, Ondaluce, Arketipo, Jung, Aster
Cucine, Azzardo, Bontempi, Arkos Light,
Calligaris, Lube, Cesar, Jago, Twils, Ltx,
Presotto, El Studio, Natuzzi and n,any others.
KERAMSAN - the area dedicated to ceramic,
bathroom, tites and doors - was a great public
success. Professional operators were able to
appreciate products from companies such as
Arbi Arredobagno, Cotto D'Este, Tonon, Sca-
rabeo Ceramiche, Antolini, Bliss Ceramica,
Refin Ceramiche, Ariostea, Lualdi, Officine
Nicolazzi, Cristina, Rubinetterie, FMG Gra-
niti Fiandre, Fima Carlo Frattini, Gaia, Tavar,
Inda, Panaria, just to name a few. Atso this

year the exhibition had a considerable number of trade visitors and
public not only from Kiev but from the main regions of Ukraine, too,
making INTERIOR MEBEL the ideal platform for those companies
that want to enter or consolidate their presence on the Ukrainian
market. Thousands were the visitors that had the opportunity to get
to know and appreciate the world of contemporary design, as well as
the high profile of the participating companies. Those interested in
the world of design and architecture were able to participate in the
rich program of Conferences, Master-classes and discussions held
by the famous Ukrainian architects and designers as well as by col-
leagues invited from Italy and Russia. The traditional Interior Mebel's
project - the Auditorium, heart of design and an important meeting
point where the Conferences, Master-classes and debates were
held - was designed in 2020 by the YOD Design lab. Among the spe-

akers: Yuriy Zimenko, Yova Yager, Oleg Volo-
sovsky and Olena Logvinets, Antonina Kaplya
(TZEH), Vladislav Baranov (Yakusha Design),
Giovanni Ottonello IIED-European Institute
of Design], Igor Martin, Serdar Yanikov, Olga
Bogdanova, Olena Fateeva, Olga Terefeeva,
Larisa Tsibina and many others. During the
5 days of INTERIOR MEBEL, trade visitors
concluded contracts and discussed business
strategies, while professional visitors and
consumers appreciated the high level of the
event and the products on display.

The next edition of Interior Mebel will be
held in Kiev in February 2021.
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